
WHAT QUESTIONS SHOULD I ASK BEFORE WRITING AN ACADEMIC

ESSAY

This is one of a series of lists of questions, published in association with the Study Guide Writing essays. These are
suggested questions to ask as you review .

Essays live and die by the strengths of their arguments. If you recognise yourself in the above, there are two
crucial things to realise. Take five minutes to plan a revision strategy right here:. One of the most overlooked
areas of academic essay writing is the conclusion. Wherever you are with your essay writing, if you're
struggling and need help, you've come to the right place. If the source text is brief, such as the First
Amendment, you might just quote it. An essay outline gives a sense not only of what your main arguments
are, but how they fit together. Has the essay been proofread? Be mindful of your comma usage and know
when a period is needed. How do you write an academic essay? The easiest way to narrow down a thesis and
create a proper argument is to make a basic outline before you begin writing your essay. The difference is that
in an essay, the conflict is between different ideas, the change is in the way we should perceive those ideas.
One way you can do this is through better use of vocabulary. In fact, it might be better than anything that
would have responded to the question. For instance, in an essay about the First Amendment guarantee of
freedom of speech, the context may be a particular legal theory about the speech right; it may be historical
information concerning the writing of the amendment; it may be a contemporary dispute over flag burning; or
it may be a question raised by the text itself. Are generalizations or assertions about personal responses
supported by illustrative examples, concrete evidence, research, etc.? By giving a fair hearing to both sides of
the argument, you demonstrate both the depth of your understanding and an ability to evaluate the merits of
both sides of a debate and draw a conclusion based on the weight of evidence. You read widely, take copious
notes, and develop a sound knowledge both of the broader field and of the debate into which your essay will
intervene. While it might be tempting to go off on a tangent about some interesting side note to your topic,
doing so can make your writing less concise. Research essays are common in upper-level undergraduate and
postgraduate courses. You want to do the least amount of work possible. It requires that you synthesise
academic research and personal experience, usually by asking you to comment on how one has impacted the
other â€” and sometimes both at once! Below are the top 25 questions students ask us about essay writing and
our answers, plus plenty of links to other useful articles on our blog and on the web. For instance, if you're
writing a five-page essay analyzing a single text, your beginning should be brief, no more than one or two
paragraphs. The beginning of the essay is a crucial first step in this process. Want to know more? Check out
tip 10 below. How do you create a strong argument? So whenever you feel unmotivated to write your essay,
ask yourself the following question: How much fun can I have writing this? Harvard is a type of parenthetical
referencing system, which are most common in social sciences disciplines. It should answer it ten times over
â€” in every single paragraph, with every fact or figure. In other words, the order in which you accomplish the
business of the beginning is flexible and should be determined by your purpose. The five-paragraph essay is a
standard format of essay often required of first-year undergraduate students. You can pose a question that will
lead to your idea in which case, your idea will be the answer to your question , or you can make a thesis
statement.


